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StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for

Reform Mounty  The manoeuvrable sloped ground tool carrier
Reform Mounty  the versatile, light weight and compact sloped ground
tool carrier. The Mounty series of tractors from Reform are a powerful
universal tool carrier.
Reform Mounty allows simultaneous working with front and rear
implements with the added comfort of the smooth hydrostatic drive
system. Comfortable airconditioned cabin with a great panoramic view
from the driver’s seat. Strong lifting front and rear linkages including
soft start power takeoffs.

Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard

These Mounty tractors are ideal for use with a front end loader due to
the hydrostatic drive and the extreme movability and ground

is quality; an element essential
to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

preservation with the fourwheel steering (with 4 steering modes). The
Reform Mounty is unbeatable on sloped ground because of the low centre
of gravity, wide wheel track, easily selectable crab steering mode and high
power to weight ratio.
For a true allround tractor call StockerCrew and enquire about Reform
Mounty tractors today.
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Orsi Flail Mowers
One of the world’s leading manufacturers of reach mowers, flail mowers, rotary
mowers, offset mowers, forestry mowers, stump grinders, excavator and skid
steer mounted mowers and shredders. Orsi manufacture in Italy and export
worldwide and have a great association with StockerCrew for the Australian and
New Zealand markets.
Orsi Mulchers are designed for:
Tractors from 12HP to 140HP +
Skid Steer Loaders
Telescopic Handlers
Excavators from 3t to 30t +
StockerCrew's entire range of products can be viewed at www.stockercrew.com.au. If you require

further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

Telephone: (02) 4954 8900
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Email: sales@stockercrew.com.au

StockerCrew (a trading division of Alveco Pty. Ltd.)
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